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ABSTRACT 
Let Q be a function norm based on a a-finite measure space ( G?, Z; p). The Hijlder inequality im- 
plies that, given f in L, and g in L,: the product fg belongs to L’@) and satisfies 1 fgll s et.&‘(g). 
It is proved that, if Q is saturated and has the Fatou property, then every function cp in L’(p) can be 
factorized as Q, = fg, with f in L,, g in L,, and l~p[ 1 =@(J)@(g). If Q is saturated and has the Riesz- 
Fischer property, then every L’-function can still be factorized in this way, but the condition on the 
norms of the factors must be weakened. A further weakening of the conclusion is necessary for the 
case when Q is assumed merely to be saturated. In that case, such a factorization of an arbitrary 
L’-function may not be possible, although it is almost possible in a certain measure-theoretic sense. 
1. THE FACTORIZATION THEOREM 
Let 22 be a a-algebra of subsets of a set 52 and let p be a a-finite measure de- 
fined on (Sa,Z). Denote by M+ (respectively M) the set of all non-negative 
extended-real valued (respectively complex valued) measurable functions 
defined on 52. As usual, elements of M+ UM which agree ,u-a.e. are identified, 
and statements involving such elements (e.g. f= 0, fzg) are to be interpreted as 
holding p-a.e. for one, and hence every, representative of each of the elements 
occurring. Also, x,, denotes the characteristic function of a subset (z of 2 and, 
for 1 sps 00, I[ l IP denotes the usual p-norm on IF(p). 
Following [5, p. 4421, a function seminorm on M+ is a subadditive order- 
preserving function e : M+ + [0, 001 which is [0, oo)-homogeneous and satisfies 
e(0) = 0. If, in addition, Q(J) =0 only when f=O, then Q is a function norm. 
Given a function seminorm on M+, set e(J) = ,&lfl) for ff~ A4 and define 
L,= {feM:eCf)<=}. 
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When Q is a function norm, L, is the normed K&he space derived from Q. We 
assume the reader to be familiar with the theory of normed K&he spaces as 
developed in Chapter 15 of [S]. It should be remarked that the underlying 
measure-theoretic assumptions here differ slightly from those in [5]. There it is 
essentially assumed that the CarathCodory extension procedure has already 
been carried out on p, whereas here p need not be complete and an extended- 
real or complex valued function on Q is defined to be measurable if the inverse 
image of every appropriate Bore1 set belongs to Z. However, this difference is 
superficial and the theory as developed in [5] applies in the present situation. 
The reason for making the present assumption on p is that, in certain 
applications of the theory of normed K&he spaces to Boolean algebras of 
projections, where the factorization result discussed here is pertinent [I, 2,3], I( 
is a Bore1 measure on a compact space and so is not necessarily complete. 
Given a function seminorm Q on M+, its associate seminorm Q’ is defined by 
e’V)=sup (Sfg&:gEM+, e(g)+ 
forfEM+. The Hiilder inequality [5, p. 4571 implies that, givenfin Le and g in 
LQ; the function v, =fg belongs to L l(p) and 
In this note we investigate conditions on Q which ensure that every function (p in 
L’(p) can be factorized as 9 =fg, with JE Le and g E LQf. We also consider the 
extent to which the size of the product eCf)e’(g) for such a factorization can be 
controlled. 
A necessary condition for a factorization of this type to exist for every 
function in L’(p) is that e be a saturated function norm. To see this, suppose 
firstly that e is not saturated. Then there exists a e-purely infinite set o in Z of 
finite positive measure [5, $671. Since every f in LQ vanishes almost everywhere 
on 6, the characteristic function x,, of o cannot be factorized as xa =fg, with 
f~ LQ and g E Lg. However, xa does belong to L’(p). On the other hand, if e is 
not a function norm, then e’ is not saturated [5, p. 4721 and so factorization 
will not be possible for the characteristic function of a @-purely infinite set of 
finite positive measure. 
The condition that e be a saturated norm is not in itself sufficient for 
factorization always to be possible. For instance, take p to be counting measure 
on the a-algebra of all subsets of the positive integers N and, for f~ M+, let 
eCf)=sw {.f(n):n~ W 
iffvanishes off a finite set and edf) = 00 otherwise. Then e is a saturated norm, 
but no function in L’(p) which is non-zero at infinitely many points can be fac- 
torized as a product of a function in LQ and one in L,l, 
In the present note it is shown that, if e is a saturated function norm with the 
Fatou property, then every L1-function can be factorized and, further, that this 
can be done in such a way that equality holds in (1). In the case when e has the 
(weaker) Riesz-Fischer property, factorization of every L l-function is still pos- 
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sible and the inequality (1) can be made arbitrarily close to equality. Even in the 
most general case, when Q is merely assumed to be a saturated norm, a vestige 
of factorization remains. Stated more precisely, these results are as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q be a saturated function norm based on the a-finite 
measure space (QZ,,) and let q E L’(p). 
(i) If e has the Fatou property, then there exist f in LQ and g in Ler such that 
P =f% edf)e’(g) = II P II 1. 
(ii) If e has the Riesz-Fischer property then, given E >O, there exist f in Lp and 
g in LQl such that 
P =fk edfk’(s)~(l+ E) II v 111. 
(iii) In general, given E > 0, there exist f in L,, g in Let and 6 in Z such that 
vlxs =fg, ecJ%?‘W 5 Cl+ d II P 111 
and 
QI\*lPldP-. 
Rather than prove Theorem 1 directly, it is convenient to reduce it to the fol- 
lowing special case. Here 1 denotes the function on Sz with constant value 1 and 
Ll, Ls denote the elements of L, Lep respectively which are non-negative a.e. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be a saturated function norm based on the probability 
space K4 Z P 1. 
(i) If e has the Fatou property, then there exist f in Li and g in L; such that 
fg= 1, etJ%?‘@) = 1. 
(ii) If e has the Riesz-Fischerproperty then, given E > 0, there exist f in Li and 
g in L: such that 
fg= 1, @U)@“(s) 5 1°F E- 
(iii) In general, given E >O, there exist f in Ll, g in L; and 6 in Z: with 
~(52 \ 6) I e such that 
f!? = X8* eCf)e’(g) 5 I+ E. 
The argument which reduces Theorem 1 to Theorem 2 involves a second 
measure v on (A2,Z). For clarity, it is convenient to introduce the notation A?+ 
for the set of all non-negative extended-real valued measurable functions 
defined on Q and to denote by M,’ the set of equivalence classes of A+ under 
the relation of v-a.e. equality. 
Suppose that Theorem 2 has been proved and that 8, p and cp are as in 
Theorem 1. The results of Theorem 1 are clear if p = 0 and so, by homogeneity, 
we may take 1 (p I[ I= 1. Furthermore, since e and Q’ are invariant under 
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multiplication by unimodular functions, we may assume that rp 20 a.e. Now 
define a probability measure v on (sE,Z) by dv=p dp and let 
oo={oEl2:rp(o)>O), 
the set 00 being defined up to a p-null set. Let 
where x is the characteristic function of cro. Note that r(J) depends only on the 
v-equivalence class off and so t can be considered as being defined on M,? . It is 
easily verified that r is then a saturated function norm based on (Q,C, v), that r 
has the Fatou or Riesz-Fischer property if Q has the corresponding property, 
and that 
(Cf. the proof of Lemma 3.4 in [Z].) Note that this formula makes sense since, 
if f =g v-a.e., then pf = pg p-a.e. 
Suppose firstly that Q has the Fatou property. Then so has r and, by Theorem 
2(i), there exist fo in Lz and go in Ls such that 
fog0 = 1 (v-a.e.), scfo)T’(go) = 1. 
Taking f to be a representative of fo which vanishes on the v-null set 52 \ 00 and 
g = pgo, we have 
fg=P (w.e.), @Gfk?‘W =1 = IbIll. 
This establishes Theorem l(i). The remaining parts of Theorem 1 follow 
similarly by applying the corresponding parts of Theorem 2. 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2, we prove one preliminary 
measure-theoretic lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let (Sz, Z,,u) be a-finite and let { fn) be a sequence in M+ , with 
each fn finite and strictly positive a.e., such that either 
or 
(ii) 5 {fnL* +fmf? -2) &-+O 
as m, n+ 00. Then { fn} has a subsequence which is convergent a.e. 
PROOF. Note that, since t + t-l 2 2 for all t >O, the above integrands are 
non-negative a.e. and so the integrals are well-defined in [O,co]. We show that 
each of the hypotheses (i) and (ii) implies that the sequence {log fn} is Cauchy in 
measure and hence has a subsequence converging a.e. [4, p. 2261. The required 
conclusions follow by taking exponentials. 
Suppose firstly that (i) holds and let E >O. Since the functions 
t-, [log tl and t-+log +(tj+ t-j) 
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are strictly decreasing for 0< t< 1, take the value 0 when t= 1, and are strictly 
increasing for t > 1, there exists q > 0 such that, for t>O, 
[log tJ 1&*log +(t++t-+)zq. 
Hence 
and so {log fn} is Cauchy in measure as required. 
A similar argument, in which log +(t* + t-i) is replaced by t + t-l -2, 
establishes the result under the hypothesis (ii). 
2. PROOFOFTHEOREM2 
To avoid unnecessary repetition, assume throughout this section that Q is a 
saturated function norm based on the probability space (Q&p). 
LEMMA 2. Let o E Z and let p E M + satisfy 
j log (1 + 49 dp wu(Ne(h) d 
for all h in LJ. Then Q’( pxa) In. 
PROOF. Fix h in Li. Since 
the function hy, is finite a.e. Hence there exists an increasing sequence {aU} in Z 
such that 
U On=O, hqsn on an @EN). 
Let xn denote the characteristic function of on. Since 
trlog (1 + t) + +t2 (tzo), 
we see that, for O<s<oo and no N, 
s J hpxn dp 5 j log (1 -t shpxn) dp + +s 5 h2Cp2xn dp 
I 1 log (1 + shp) dp + +s%z2p(an) 
0 
sp(a)&sh) + +s%z2 
=sp(&(h) + +s+z2. 
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Dividing by s and letting s-+0+, with n fixed, it follows that 
S hvxn dp ~&OeVO (n E W. 
Since xnTxO, monotone convergence gives 
5 Mxu dp %4@e(h)- 
Hence 
e’@xu) %w 
as required. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that Q has the Fatou property and let OEZ with 
xa E LQ n Let. Then there exist f in Lz and g in Lit such that 
f-=x0, f=g=O offa 
and eUk’(g) = P@). 
PROOF. Assume that ~(a) > 0, the result being trivial when ,~(a) = 0. Given f 
in Li with e(j) I 1, we have 
Hence j0 log f dp is well-defined in the range 
--ool j logfdwe’(xa) 
(T 
for each f in Ll with e(j) I 1. Also, by considering an appropriate multiple of 
x0, it is seen that there exists f in L,f with eCf) I 1 such that 
jlogfdp> --oo. 
0 
Defining 
jlogfdp:fEL,+, ~cf)<l , 
I? 1 
we thus have 
-Oo<aIe’(xd)<m. 
For each positive integer n, let fn E Li with QCfn) I 1 and 
1 log fn dpra-2-“. 
0 
Since e(j fn + +fm) I 1, we have 
al j log (+fn++fd dp 
(I 
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= 3 i (log fn + log fd & 
la-2-n-l -2-m-l 
for all n, m in tkI. Note that, since log fn is integrable over 0, each fn is strictly 
positive and finite a.e. on Q. Thus, for all n, m in N, 
01 Ilog {+V;1+fmIfn+fi+ld~ 
= ; log (3fn + 3fd dp - 5 log Uif i,) dp (r CJ 
52-n-l +2-m-l. 
Therefore, by Lemma I (with the restriction of (Z,,@ to cr as the underlying 
measure space), there is a subsequence {fn,} which converges a.e. on Q. Let 
f E M+ be defined by putting 
lim ~5, on t7 _ 
f-t 0 off CT. 
Then 0 5 f 5 lim inf fn, and so 
~cf) 5 lim inf pcf,,) 5 1, 
since e has the Fatou property. 
Fix h in Li. Since ~(0) >O and fn is non-zero a.e. on a, &JJ >O for all n. 
Hence ~Gfn + h) >O for all n. The definition of a implies that 
a1 j log [(eCfn+h))-‘V;I+h)l dp 
= ; log fn dp+ j log (1 +hf;‘) dp-p(a) log eCfn+h) 
r:-2-“+ 4 lo;(l+hj;;l) dp-p(u) log &&+A) 
0 
for all n. Hence 
J log (1+/z&‘) d/s/.@) log &J,+h)+2P 
cl 
~/4a?vo+2-“, 
the second inequality following from the fact that 
log eti + h) 5 log h?(fn) + ew 5 loti? (1 + eve) 
Since each function log (1 + hf, ‘) is non-negative a.e. on Q, Fatou’s lemma 
implies that 
j log (1 +hf -l) dp= i lip log (1 +/z&l) dp 
0 
Ilimkinf l log (1 + hf ikl) dp 
d 
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Since h is an arbitrary element of Ll, Lemma 2 implies that g =xJ- 1 
satisfies Q’(g) am. Hence 
Since ~6f) < 00, f is finite a.e. Also, taking h =x,, in the above inequality, it is 
seen that log (1 +g) is integrable over o and so g is finite a.e. on cr. Hence f and 
g are both finite, and therefore both are also strictly positive, a.e. on o and so 
fg =x0. Holder’s inequality now implies that 
Thus @df)e’(g) = ~(a) as required. Finally, it is clear that both f and g vanish 
off 0. 
REMARK. Although the result is not needed later, it is of some interest to 
observe that, with the notation of the above proof, 
a= jlogf dp. 
d 
This follows from the observation that, for h in Lp’ with e(h) I 1, 
I ilog h - log f) d, = j log (h/f) dI CT CT 
W4 log ~b4~N-*eVOe’(g)~ 
10. 
(We have used here the integral extension of the inequality relating arithmetic 
and geometric means.) 
Lemma 3 is in fact the key result in the proof of the factorization theorem 
presented here. A similar, but more specialized, result was proved in [2, $33, 
also using an optimization technique. The main difference is that in [2] a weak*- 
compactness argument was used to maximize 
on the non-negative part of the unit ball of a certain Banach function space. 
This argument is not available in general, but is essentially replaced here by the 
use of convergence in measure. 
The proof of Theorem Z(iii) can now be completed. It is convenient to prove 
a slightly more general result as follows, the case when o = Sz giving Theorem 
2(iii). Notice that we do not assume here that @ has either the Fatou or the 
Riesz-Fischer property. 
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LEMMA 4. Let o E ,Z Then, given E > 0, there exist f in Li, g in L$ and 6 in 
Csuch that 
(i) 6coandp(o\6)(&, 
(ii) fg = I on 6, 
(iii) s(fk’(s) 5 (1 + E)P(Q), 
(iv) f and g vanish off 6. 
PROOF. Since Q is a saturated function norm, both Q and Q’ are saturated. 
The Exhaustion Theorem on p. 455 of [5] implies that there exists an increasing 
sequence (a(n)} in Z such that &r(n) = Sz and x,,(~) E Len Leg for all n. By 
taking n large enough and considering ana in place of Q, it clearly suffices 
to prove the present result in the case when x0 E L, 17 LQ,. 
Accordingly, suppose that x~EL~~L,~ and let e>O. Assume also that 
,1~(o)>O, the required result being trivial when cr is p-null. Since Q” has the 
Fatou property, 8’ = e”, and Q”(x~) c 00, the preceding Lemma gives the 
existence of fo in Lim and go in L; such that 
fog0 =xu, e"Uide'(g0) = P(@, 
with each function vanishing off ci. By [5, pp. 451, 4711, there is a sequence 
{h,,} in M+ such that 
hn tfo, Nh)te”ti). 
Noting that fo is non-zero a-e. on 0, it is seen that h,/fofl on 0 and therefore, 
by Egoroff’s theorem, there exists a measurable subset 6 of o and a positive 
integer k such that 
,U(O\@ 5 E, hk/foz(l +8)-l on 6. 
Let f = hkxa and put 
g= l/hk On a, g=O on sZ\S. 
Then f and g vanish off 6 and fg =XS. Also, 
and, since g = fogo/hk on 6 and vanishes off S, 
Hence 
as required. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2(ii). Assume now that 4 has the Riesz-Fischer 
property and let 0~ c: c 1. By repeated applications of Lemma 4, define 
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sequences {6(n)} in Z, (fn} in I!.: and {g,,} in Ls inductively such that, for 
n= 42, . . . . 
n-l 
6) 44 c Q \ jyo &.a 
(iii) fngn = XmJ 
(9 fn and g,, vanish off 6(n), 
where 6(O) is taken to be the empty set. By (ii) and (iv), 
@(fn)@‘(gn)dn-2(1 +P) 
for all n. Hence, by multiplying fn by a suitable positive constant and gn by its 
inverse, we can arrange that 
edfn)sE”-‘, Q’(gn)IE”-‘(1 + E2”) 
for all n. Properties (i) and (ii) imply that the sets d(l), d(2), . . . are mutually 
disjoint and that 
We can therefore define f and g in M+ by putting f=fn and g = g,, on 6(n) for 
n=l2 , ,.... Then fg= 1 and 
The Riesz-Fischer property for Q gives 
ecfb j, ecma --El-’ 
and, since Q’ has the Fatou and hence the Riesz-Fischer property, we also have 
@‘We j, a’(sn)~ j, E”-‘(1 + 9”) 
1(1+&) i k-1 
n=I 
Thus 
=(I +c)(l -&)-I. 
Since E is arbitrary in the range 0 < & c 1, this completes the proof of Theorem 
2(ii). 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2(i). Suppose now that Q has the Fatou property. Then 
it has the Riesz-Fischer property and so, by what has just been proved, there are 
sequences {fn} in I,: and {gn) in L$ such that 
fngn = 1, @cfn)@‘(gn)ll+2-“. 
By appropriate scaling, we may assume that 
Bud = 1, e’(gn) 5 1 + 2-“. 
Note that each fn is strictly positive a.e. (since fg = 1) and is finite ax. (since 
~6) < 00 and e is a norm). Furthermore, 
05 s ti.G’+f&‘-2) @ 
= j t.f&m+fmgn-2) dp 
5 eti)e'(s,) + eCfm)e'kn) - 2 
r2-“+2-” 
for all M, n 11. Therefore, by Lemma 1, there is a subsequence { fn,} converging 
a.e. on a, to f say, and the Fatou property implies that 
e(J) rlimkinf eCfn,) = 1. 
Interpreting 0-r as 00 and O*oo as 0 in the usual way, we have 
gn,-)g a-e., 
where g = f -I, and the product fg equals the characteristic function of the set 
{CDELkf(w)>O}={oE51:g(co)<~}. 
Now, since e’ has the Fatou property, 
e’(g) I limkinf Q’(&,) I 1. 
This implies that g is finite a.e. since e’ is a norm, e being saturated. Hence 
fg = 1, Finally 
1 = j fg @~edfk'(s)~ 1, 
giving &J)@(g) = 1 and completing the proof. 
3. CONCLUDINGREMARKS 
(a) Uniqueness of factorization. Let Q be a function seminorm based on the 
a-finite measure space (Sa,E,& and let pal*. Define the support of tp, 
supp P, by 
supp p= (od2: rp(o)#O), 
this set being well-defined up to a p-null set. Call a factorization cp = fg an exact 
e-factorization of up if f E I,@, g EL.~J and 
Ildl =eCf)e'(sh 
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It is readily verified that, if Q =fg is an exact e-factorization and if f and g are 
redefined to be 0 off supp cp, then an exact e-factorization is still obtained. 
Also, given an exact e-factorization bp = fg, others can be obtained by writing 
where a is any positive constant and 19 any unimodular measurable function. 
The following simple result shows that, subject to the proviso that the factors 
vanish off supp QI, any two exact e-factorizations are related in this way. 
THEOREM 3. Let cp = fg = hk be two exact e-factorizations of p with f, g, h 
and k vanishing off supp cp. Then there exist a unimodular measurable function 
8 and a positive constant a such that 
(2) h=aOS, k=a-‘&‘g. 
PROOF. Assume ~[~III ~0, the result when (p = 0 being trivial. Let 
a=e(h)/&f) and define 19 by 
8= 
I 
a-‘h/f on supp Q 
1 off supp Q. 
Then (2) holds. Also 
j lNldp=a-’ j IpWfldp 
SWP I 
=a -’ I Ihd d/J 
5 a- le(h)e'W 
= eCf)e ‘(8) = II B II 1 
and, similarly, 
S IN-’ I dw IbII1. 
Hence 
5 IPIWI + PI-‘) deWl1. 
Since t + t - I 2 2 for t > 0, with equality only when t = 1, it follows that I el= 1 
on supp ~1 as required. 
(b) Functions of absolutely continuous norm. A factorization theorem 
involving the order ideal Lg of all functions of absolutely continuous norm in 
Le appeared in [2, Theorem 3.51, where it was applied to prove certain results 
about Boolean algebras of projections. The underlying assumptions on p [2, 
p. 591 were tailored to these applications, but they can in fact be relaxed as 
follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let e be a function norm based on the a-finite measure space 
(QZ,,u). Suppose that g has the Riesz-Fischer property and that the carrier of 
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La, is Q. Then, given cp in L1 (p) and E > 0, there exist f in Lg and g in L,? such that 
P =fg, euk?‘(g)~(1 +~)llCPlll. 
PROOF. Given f in M+ , let 
r(f)= 
eCf) iffE Lz 
go otherwise. 
Then r is a function norm, which is saturated since Q is the carrier of Li and 
which has the Riesz-Fischer property since ~5: is closed in Lp. Also, by [S, 
p. 4821, T’= 8’. The result now follows from Theorem l(ii). 
(c) Examples and questions. It is easy to see that, in general, it is not pos- 
sible to take E = 0 in Theorem lfii). For instance, let p be counting measure on 
N and let 
ew= Iv”- I 
if f(n)+0 as n+oa 
00 otherwise 
for f in M+ . Then e is saturated and has the Riesz-Fischer property. However, 
noting that Q’= 11 l 11, it can readily be shown that no function p in L’(p) with 
infinite support has an exact g-factorization. 
This example also shows that, in general, it is not possible to take E=O in 
Theorem l(iii). However, there are two alternative strengthenings of this result 
which, with the notation and underlying assumptions of Theorem 1, can be 
stated as follows. 
(A) Given E > 0, do there exist f in L,, g in L,t and 6 in Z such that ppxs = fg is 
an exact Q-factorization of qqs and jai6 1 q~ 1 dp I e? 
(B) Given E > 0, do there exist f in LQ, g in Leg and 6 in 2Z such that q~xs = fg, 
eCf)e’k) 5 (I+ e) II (PXS 111 and hs I az Idp 5 E? 
These questions certainly have affirmative answers in some special cases, for 
instance when p is discrete, but we have been unable to settle them in general. 
As with the reduction of Theorem 1 to Theorem 2, they can be reduced to the 
case when p is a probability measure and cp = 1. Also, if (A) has an affirmative 
answer, then so has (B). 
The condition that Q have the Riesz-Fischer property is not necessary for the 
conclusion of Theorem l(ii) to be valid. To illustrate this, let p be counting 
measure on N x N and, for f in M”, put ~cf) = Ilf llod if
i 1’ im sup f (m, n) < 00 
m=, n-m 
and ,QC~) = 00 otherwise. It is clear that LQ contains all bounded functions on 
N x IN which vanish at infinity. It follows that Q’= II.111 and hence that the 
conclusion of Theorem l(ii) holds here. (Either argue from first principles or 
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apply Theorem 4 to 1. irn on (M x IrJ, p).) However, if 
fk(m,n)= 6-k (2k-11m<2k, nE w 
otherwise 
fork=1,2,3 ,..., then 
but 
Hence Q does not have the Riesz-Fischer property. 
Notice that in this example no L1-function with support equal to M x SKI will 
have an exact e-factorization. It seems possible that a saturated function norm 
0 for which every Lr-function has an exact e-factorization necessarily has the 
Fatou property (i.e. that the condition that e have the Fatou property ti 
necessary for the conclusion of Theorem l(i) to be valid). However, we have 
been unable to prove this. 
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Note added in proof 
After this paper went to press, the author learnt that results (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are not new. 
They follow from Theorem 6 of the paper “On some Banach lattices” by G. Ya. Lozanovskii, 
Siberian Math. J. 10, 419-431 (1969), though the present approach is different from that of 
Lozanovskii. Also, Theorem l(ii) was proved by R.E. Jamison and W.H. Ruckle for Banach 
sequence spaces in their paper “Factoring absolutely convergent series”, Math. Ann. 224, 143-148 
(1976) using yet another method. 
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